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(THIS OFTEN) SYMPATHETIC

COLLABORATION: ANTHROPOLOGISTS,

ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND GOVERNMENT,

I 9 2 7 - 9 5 2

Australian anthropologists such as
Ronald Berndt were keen to present

themselves as being on the side of the

underdogs, in Berndt's words, by

representing 'the virtually inarticulate

Aborigines'.' This implies not only a

traditional mediating role but also an

advocacy role for anthropologists. At first

glance, for those familiar with the history

of Australian anthropology, this seems
plausible. However, there is little to show

of the advocacy Berndt suggests. J.A.

Barnes observed, in 19&8, that

improvements in the position of

Aborigines were not due to
anthropological pressure? Also,

anthropologists rarely made public
comments on the treatment of Indigenous

peoples in Australia's then colonial
territories of Papua, New Guinea, and

Nauru.3 Nevertheless there is a view, often

expressed by anthropologists, that they
were (and are) distrusted (if not disliked)

by government, as if there was a natural
antinomy between administrative
interests and academic interests.

Sometimes the colonial administrator was

anxious about the motives of the

anthropologist and concerned that the

anthropologist would bring some aspect of

colonial administration to public notice.4

However, an examination of

anthropological texts does not reveal this

antinomy between anthropologists and

government. Secondly, the view that

government distrusted anthropologists is

a modern invention that masks the
relationship anthropologists need(ed) to

develop -with government and its agents if

they are to conduct and, more importantly,

continue their research.5

Such an appraisal, of course, runs the risk

of appearing to elide the ambiguous
situation in which anthropologists were

often situated. On the one hand,
anthropologists were dependent on

government(s) for resources and for
access to the people studied. On the other

hand, anthropologists were disposed
towards a sympathetic presentation of a
native point of view and social structure.'

Such a view set up anthropology as a
discipline which spoke for native peoples.

The British anthropologist Reo Fortune,

for instance, stated that the anthropologist
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was the 'friend of the native' who did not

`betray' them to the colonial

administration. 7 He observed that the

anthropologist was in a somewhat delicate

position regarding native society His

conclusions,

may differ so radically from the established

practice of his hosts and befrienders of

Mission and Government in dealing with that

society that he knows beforehand that they

will be received with a conservatism that

may amount to rejection. This would be bad

enough in itself if it were all ... The

anthropologist makes public information of

facts which native reticence would else have

kept private and unknown to Mission and

Administration.'

It is this position—advocacy and speaking

for native peoples—that created the

ambiguities and ambivalences found in

anthropological writing and public

comment. Such insider knowledge

inadvertently produces a moral dimension

to the positioning of anthropologists

which is seemingly denied others who

worked in native affairs. This will emerge

in the following discussion.

The relationship between anthropologists

and (colonial) government enhanced a

tendency within anthropological scholarly

writing to present a social reality that

appears as if native peoples were insulated

from the changes brought by settler,

mission, and government.9

Anthropologists tended to express the

contemporary social reality elsewhere: in

private correspondence, diaries, and

confidential reports.'° Matters to do with

the effects of dispossessory occupation

was, in the Australian context, reflected in

a contempt for ethnography based on

`acculturated' Aborigines." In fact it can be

argued that the ethnography produced in

the three decades after 1926 when the

Chair of Anthropology at the University of

Sydney was established hardly deals with

culture contact or social change. This

paper, however, is not concerned with an

analysis of private and public discourses

but the broader question of academic and

civil freedom, of how the academy deals

with public dissent that threatens the

viability of a research program or perhaps

the institution itself.12

Issues of academic and civil freedom are

not solely the domain of Australian

anthropology. Funding bodies often

reflect, albeit covertly, the national

interest. There are a number of American

examples that are relevant. During and

after the Pacific War, the American

military employed anthropologists to

undertake research in Micronesia: Glen

Alcalay found it 'troubling that

anthropologists ... did not raise more of an

objection concerning their role in aiding

the colonial project in Micronesia'.' 3 Glenn

Petersen, in a paper delivered to the

American Association of Anthropologists,

articulated similar views.' 4 Project

Camelot, initiated in 1964, likewise

presented ethical and moral dilemmas for

anthropologists. Camelot was a project

sponsored by the United States

Department of Defence to study areas of

insurgency and potential revolution in the
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Third World, and to ascertain ways to

offset such developments. Kathleen

Gough, one of the main critics of Camelot,

argued that anthropology had served

government, empire, and capitalism, a

criticism frequently levelled at the

Australian academics, in the period under

discussion, were closely associated with

government and were generally uncritical

of government Aboriginal policy and

practice.' 6 International criticism over the

treatment of Aborigines enhanced the

need for government and the academy

together to maintain silence, or restore

silence. I have previously examined why

Australian academics were so supine when

it came to public criticism of the

treatment of Aborigines by examining the

treatment of Ralph Piddington by the

Australian National Research Council

(ANRC) for his public criticism of the

treatment and conditions of Aborigines in

north-west Western Australia.' ? My

conclusion was that the overriding

explanation was the close association

between government and academia. This

reluctance is partly explained by their

dependence upon governments, both state

and federal, for research funds, and in the

case of the ANRC obtaining permission for

research workers to work in remote parts

of Australia, particularly north-west

Australia, and its colonial territories.

This historical relationship has created

ethical difficulties for anthropologists,

funding bodies, academic institutions, and

government. There was (and still is)

something inherently tricky about being

an anthropologist. To maintain and sustain

the discipline, anthropologists needed to

assess their political circumstances,

obligations, opportunities, and risks.

The ANRC was formed in 1919 to be

Australia's primary link with the

International Research Council and other

international scientific institutions. Its

membership, limited to leading scientists,

made it an influential bodywith

government. It was a key body in

promoting the formation of a chair of

anthropology which it did through the Pan

Pacific Congress in 1923, and in

representations to government. The

Congress was a significant moment in the

formation of a chair. Elkin argued that 'the

initial success arose from the standing of

the Pacific Science Congress, the status of

the [ANRC], and the calibre of the

individual scientists concerned."

Nevertheless, for Elkin the Australian

anatomist and diffusionist Grafton Elliot

Smith was 'the key figure' in the

establishment of the chair.' 9 It was he who

was 'consulted by the Rockefeller

Foundation about ... a Chair in the

University of Sydney and about the field

work which was proposed in connection

with it.'26

The Rockefeller Foundation was

interested in having discussions with the

commonwealth government and scientists

with respect to the possibility of carrying

on 'investigations of the Australian
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Aborigines'; in the words of the Board of

Trustees of the Foundation:

Our position is that if the Australian

Universities either individually or

collectively have or wish to develop plans for

studies of aboriginal peoples, and if they

need financial assistance in carrying out

these plans and care to approach the

Rockefeller Foundation with respect to such

assistance, we are prepared to

sympathetically consider such proposals ....

As to the scope of the studies, this will

depend upon the resources, the personnel

and the plans of the Australian Universities ...

The types of studies ... might include not only

such items as are regularly thought of as

falling under the general subject of

anthropology, but also those which would

include what might be called immunology

and comparative physiology on the one hand

and ethnology, social customs, and

organisation on the other.21

The Foundation agreed to make

appropriations to the ANRC for

anthropological research for an amount

not exceeding SUS25o,o0o a year for five

years, 'the amount contributed by the

Foundation to be determined by the

amount contributed for similar purposes

from other sources'. 22 There were no funds

forthcoming from local or international

funding bodies other than the

commonwealth and state governments.

At its meeting of 3o July 1926 the ANRC

accepted the offer from the Rockefeller

Foundation, and appointed an Advisory

Committee on Anthropology which would

make recommendations for

anthropological research. The

organization of field research would be in

the hands of the Professor of

Anthropology at the University of Sydney

and the committee, which included

representatives of the states,

commonwealth and the ANRC.23 With the

exception of the initial meetings, the

committee met in Sydney; this had the

effect of increasing the power of the chair

and those Sydney-based members who

attended. By the end of the 192os the chair

was increasingly influential in the choice

of researcher and field site. 24 The

geographic scope of research under the

auspices of the committee included

Australia, its territories, and Melanesia.25

John Mulvaney argues, rightly, that Ralph

Piddington's treatment by the ANRC was

possibly the 'first of several blatant denials

of academic (and civil) freedom to

anthropologists. Such cases involved a

government instrumentality acting in

concert with the often sympathetic

collaboration of the relevant timid or

politicised academic establishment'. 26 It is

this 'often sympathetic collaboration' with

government that I want to examine in this

paper by focusing on the treatment of

Ralph Piddington and Paul Kirchhoff by

the ANRC.27 Secondly, I want briefly to

discuss a postwar example—Peter

Worsley. Here the Australian government

refused Worsley entry to Papua New

Guinea because it believed that Worsley's

presence would be detrimental to the

good order of government. What

characterizes the actions of the academic
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hierarchy in these cases is its

unquestioning acceptance of the situation

as stated by the relevant government

instrumentality. Piddington, Kirchhoff,

and Worsley were victims of the academy's

timidity and complicity, and its

sympathetic collaboration with

government to stifle academic and civil

freedom.

Piddington was not the only

anthropologist to draw attention to the

plight of Aborigines, nor were Piddington,

Kirchhoff, and Worsley the only

anthropologists to be victimized or

hindered by the academic hierarchy

because of their publicly expressed views

and opinions, or membership of the

communist party Donald Thomson, a

Melbourne biologist and anthropologist,

by his criticism of missionaries in Cape

York Peninsula, drew the disapproval of

the ANRC, and later A.P. Elkin, professor

of anthropology from 1934 until 1956.

Thomson did not, after his initial funding

in 1928, receive any further funding from

the ANRC.28 When Donald Thomson

wrote a number of articles for the

Melbourne Herald (December 1946) and

the Sydney Morning Herald (January 1947)

critical of the treatment of Aborigines in

the Northern Territory, Elkin came to the

defence of the government and accused

Thomson of exaggeration. Elkin, through

his association with mission bodies,

encouraged them to write to the editors of

these papers criticizing and questioning

Thomson's knowledge.29

Between August 1944 and March 1946

Ronald and Catherine Berndt undertook a

survey of the conditions and welfare of

Aboriginal pastoral workers employed on

Vestey's pastoral stations in the Northern

Territory Appalled and outraged by what

they saw, these two young anthropologists

kept both E.W.P. Chinnery, Director of

Natives Affairs in the Northern Territory

and Commonwealth Advisor on

Aborigines, and Elkin informed of not

only what they saw but how they proposed

the situation could be improved. At the

end of 1946 they produced a report with

the expectation that it would be published.

Elkin, however, advised them against

publication unless they removed the

names of the pastoral company and the

pastoral stations. He maintained this

position until his death in 1979; it was not

until 1987 that a version of the report was

published 3°

Olive Pink publicly drew attention to the

`white man's misuse of the Aboriginal

population', in her address to the ANZAAS

conference of 1935.31 She argued that the

`men who knew most' about conditions in

central Australia, the anthropologists,

missionaries, and administrators, worked

together to 'camouflage the true,

deplorable, state of affairs there' 32 and

`kept... silent about the true situation of the

Aborigines'.33 As a result she made herself

unpopular with Elkin and the ANRC. She

returned to the field but her work was

marginalized and her funding ceased after

1936.34
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Olive Pink was in her mid-forties when

she accepted an invitation from Raymond

Firth, acting Professor of Anthropology at

the University of Sydney, to enrol as a non-

matriculated student in anthropology.35

Pink had returned from a trip to central
Australia during which she had seen first-

hand some of the appalling abuses of

Aborigines. This trip had increased her

interest in anthropology and 'suggested to

her that the needs of and interests of

Aboriginals might be advanced if
anthropologists were able to work among

them'.36 She was moved enough to resign

from her government position and pursue

anthropology full-time. Pink, from this

time, was an advocate for Aboriginal

people and she fought for the

improvement of their conditions and

treatment throughout her life. She was

critical of anthropologists, missionaries,

and government officials who in turn

created difficulties for Pink. Marcus

argues, convincingly, that Pink's

marginalization was due primarily to the

contrary position she took with regard to

knowledges produced by male

anthropologists: `Pink's interests in the

real state of Aboriginal Australians, in

their economic and sexual exploitation, in

their poverty, health, and deaths, ran

counter to the notions of pure science

being purveyed in her university

seminars'. 37 Yet she was unable to further

her anthropological studies because she

lacked formal qualifications and this was

used against her when she continued to

challenge the 'true situation' in central

Australians Cheater contends that Pink

discovered 'that an emotional attachment

to the Aborigines could not be combined

with the scientific study of the Aborigines.

When the "men of science" forced her to
choose between academic recognition and

what she saw as a betrayal of a confidence

[to her Aboriginal informants], Olive

rejected anthropology'.

In 1 938 when she decided to withdraw

from anthropology Elkin supported
depositing her records of Walbiri secret

life for safe-custody. Elkin informed the

ANRC that her reason for 'desiring to do

this is that she will not break any faith with

the Aborigines who entrusted the

information to her'. He did not think the

discipline would lose anything because

`the matter stored consists mainly of

linguistic records of myths and

descriptions of certain rites, but mainly

the former, and such tabulation is not Miss

Pink's strong point. The general principles

of the secret life as far as she was able to

obtain have been written up by her in her

report which she presented to me'.39

From then on Pink no longer worked as an

anthropologist, nor did she publish any of
her earlier research. Pink herself offered

an explanation for not publishing her

research:

anthropology in the hands of administrators,

patrol officers, cadets and missionaries, is

being used to dominate and enslave

[Aborigines] further ... to turn them from

proudly independent landowners into

regimented serfs ... or encouraged derelicts
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and diseased `hanger's on'... on Mission

reserves, or on camps (useful as brothels)

near white mining camps and settlements

and at station homesteads.4°

I. IN VIEW OF THE OBVIOUS ANIMUS'

Ralph Piddington was an anthropological

researcher with the ANRC at La Grange

Bay, north-west Western Australia in 193o

and 1931. Soon after his return to Sydney,

in January 1932, he was interviewed by a

Sydney weekly, The World. In the

interview, entitled 'Aborigines On Cattle

Stations Are In Slavery', he cited specific

cases of gross racial discrimination and

violence. The World commented that 'his

observations reveal slavery of natives,

trafficking in lubras, and the murdering

and flogging of aborigines by white men—

similarly disclosed by Francis Birtles in his

statements to The World regarding

conditions in the Northern Territory.' The

response from the department of Home

Affairs that Birtles's allegations of ill-

treatment were not 'sufficiently definite to

warrant official inquiries show that the

Department knows nothing of affairs in

the northern parts of the Commonwealth',

said Mr Piddington. 'In fact, any inquiry

would be fruitless unless it was conducted

by persons who understand the native

mentality and are known and trusted by

the natives. It is difficult to obtain definite

evidence because so many white men are

implicated and the natives are suspicious

of anyone whom they do not know, nor

have white men in general given them any

reason for confidence.' 4' He added that

abuses at La Grange Bay were typical of the

state of affairs in Western Australia.

Piddington had previously raised these

matters with A.O. Neville, Chief Protector

of Aborigines in Western Australia, as well

as bringing to his notice the provision of

alcohol to Aborigines and the

misappropriation of government rations

designated for aged and infirm

Aborigines. Neville's response was to have

them investigated by the very people who

Piddington claimed were either involved

or had previously ignored abuses. When

Piddington's published allegations finally

reached Neville, Neville claimed they were

`exaggerated' and `misleading', and

countered by accusing Piddington of

drunkenness, singing the `Internationale'

and waving the Red Flag, abducting an

Aboriginal woman, and removing

Aboriginal men from a government

reserve without permission. The ANRC

Executive Committee was quick to

support Neville. 42 They 'deplored' the

action of Piddington:

The Executive Committee is in entire

agreement with you [Neville] that any such

statements that Mr Piddington desired to

make public, should first have been

submitted to your Department. The

Executive considers that Mr Piddington's

actions constitute a grave abuse of the

hospitality extended to him in Western

Australia.43

To Piddington theywrote that had they

`had those reports [from Neville] before it

at the time you applied to the Rockefeller

Foundation for your present fellowship
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[PhD], such support as the Council then

gave your application would have been

withheld.'44 There was little attempt to

investigate the 'truth' of Piddington's

allegations. Rather there was an

immediate reprimand, and the discussion

focused on his behaviour rather than the

substance of his criticism. Despite

Piddington's clear statement that he had

brought these matters to Neville's

attention the ANRC assured Neville that

there would not be a recurrence of such

incidents.

Those researchers who could have

supported his observations, such as A.P.

Elkin and Gerhardt Laves, an American

linguist who had also worked at La Grange

Bay, were used to undermine Piddington's

credibility45 Elkin wrote to Ernest

Mitchell, Chief Protector of Aborigines at

La Grange, that he 'knew the situation in

the west' but Piddington had 'pushed into

the press with his criticism a little too

soon, before having reported to the

Research Council, and apparently before

having satisfied the Western Australia

authorities that he had consulted them.'46

In the following year Alexander Gibson,

honorary secretary of the ANRC, pointed

out to the Rockefeller Foundation that

Elkin had spent 'the greater part of two

years in the North-West ... among ... the

same people and the same type of people

with whom so much friction has occurred

in the case of [Piddington]', and that Laves

had worked with Piddington. 47 Neither

supported Piddington's observations.

Gibson acknowledged that Elkin, by then

chair of the committee for anthropology,

was 'not very favourable to including

Piddington again in the team of

anthropological workers.'48

The Rockefeller Foundation, on the other

hand, took a different position. It

recognized that those who 'would prefer

charges' against Piddington 'would appear

to be officials who might have been irked

by Mr Piddington's criticism. Support for

such a possibility would seem to be

indicated by the length of time that

intervened between Piddington's

misconduct in Western Australia and the

forwarding of charges to you [by Neville]'.49

On the same day the Rockefeller

Foundation reassured Piddington that

`since your work ... has been satisfactory,

your position with us is not altered by any

information that we have received to

date.' 5° This contrasts with Donald Fisher's

claim that the Rockefeller Foundation

exercised considerable control over

British research institutions that it

funded.5' In Australia the Rockefeller

Foundation expressed no desire to dictate

`policy to the ANRC' and had no interest in

Piddington's behaviour nor his political

opinions.52

Gibson wrote to Douglas Copland,

Fellowship Adviser to the Rockefeller

Foundation for the Social Sciences in

Australia and New Zealand, that although

the Rockefeller Foundation authorities

`would be glad if we employ' Piddington

again, it 'would not be possible to send him

to Western Australia' if he returned to
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Australia. 53 Soon after, Copland informed

Gibson that Piddington had been offered

continued work in London 'devoting

himself specifically to the study of African

problems and languages in preparation for

his field research Fellowship.' 54 Gibson was

relieved: 'the whole position has been one

of great difficulty and the problem will be

more or less solved by the departure of

Piddington for fresh fields, in a new

continent.'55

Piddington, while he was not forced out of
Australia, was because of his actions

unable to find work at the University of

Sydney which had the only Department of

Anthropology in Australia. He completed

his PhD and remained at the London

School of Economics. In 1938, he was

appointed lecturer-in-charge in

anthropology and keeper of the

Anthropology Museum at the University of
Aberdeen. He returned to Australia in 1944

to work with the Australian Army's
Directorate of Research and. Civil Affairs.

In 1945 he was second-in-command to
Colonel J.K. Murray at the School of Civil
Affairs, Duntroon (later the Australian

School of Pacific Administration), which

was responsible for training officers to
work in the Australian territories of Papua

and New Guinea. He returned to Britain in
1946 to take up the appointment of Reader
in Social Anthropology in the University of
Edinburgh. In 1949 he was appointed

foundation Professor of Anthropology at

the University of New Zealand (Auckland),
a position he held until his retirement in
1972.56

II. AN 'UNDESIRABLE PERSON TO

ENTER THE BRITISH DOMINIONS'

Paul Kirchhoff studied Protestant

theology and comparative religion at

Berlin and Freiburg, and psychology and

ethnology at Leipzig, where he developed

an interest in the native cultures of the

Americas. Until 1929 he served as a staff

member of the Berlin Museum fur

VOlkerkunde.57 He then worked under the

linguist and ethnographer Edward Sapir at

the University of Chicago between 1929

and 3o.58 At the end of 1931 he joined the

International Institute of African

Languages and Culture. From there he

unsuccessfully applied for entry to South

Africa to conduct research into 'social

change and social stratification and its

function.'59 He was advised by Malinowski

to apply for a Rockefeller Foundation

fellowship from the ANRC.

Raymond Firth wrote to Malinowski that
he was proposing Kirchhoff as a 'possible

candidate for a research fellowship before

the ANRC Anthropological Committee
next meeting June 2oth.' He advised

Malinowski to get Kirchhoff to submit an
application 'after the type of thing I sent a
copy of to Camilla [Wedgwood]'. Firth

thought there may be problems over
Kirchhoff's `(alleged) Communism':

I'm not broadcasting it, but I can't keep

entirely silent on his African episode. I have

told [T.G.H.] Osborn [Professor of Botany,

University of Sydney] ..., who is a decent

person. It is important I think to have

Kirchhoff backed in this case by English

names. This is Osborn's suggestion ... but I
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imagine the effect [on] a righteous God-

fearing British committee of the bundle of

persons you cite behind a man whom the

colonial office says is unacceptable—for

Haddon or Marett or Elliot Smith...to write

and say that he is a clean living person ... I

can't leave the ANRC entirely in the dark ... I

hope that this will suit the circumstances.

Well backed by British of unquestioned

purity.6°

Kirchhoff wanted to research the effects of

'western influence on native civilization'

in an ex-German colony, preferably in

Japanese Micronesia, although the

negotiations with the ANRC was with a
view to Kirchhoff 'proceeding to an island

[Nauru] in the Pacific under the
administration of the Commonwealth of

Australia:6'

On September 2, 1932, the ANRC decided

to offer him a fellowship and advised him

by cable. Ten days later 'an officer called

from the Commonwealth Attorney-
General's office, with a cable from the

British Government' in which it was

claimed Kirchhoff was a 'notorious

communist' and an 'undesirable person to

enter British dominions' who had already

been refused entry to South Africa to do

anthropological work. 62 Soon after, the

official provided them with a 'confidential

document' which showed Kirchhoff and

his wife had used anthropology as a 'cloak

for communistic activities in England'; in

return Henry Chapman, treasurer of the

ANRC, provided all the ANRC's files on

Kirchhoff to the Attorney-General's

office. 63 The Australian government,

acting on behalf of the British

government, suggested that the ANRC
'might decide' to withdraw its offer to

Kirchhoff to which Chapman and George
Julius, president of the ANRC, acquiesced.

Kirchhoff was notified that the offer was

withdrawn.64

Julius and Chapman were subjected to
considerable pressure by the Australian

government: '[A] message has been

received from Canberra urging that the

ANRC make every effort to prevent the

Australian Government being forced to
exclude Dr Kirchhoff and his wife from

Australia.' 65 They explained to the

Executive that 'an application has been

made, or is again to be made by the

German Government for the return of the

Mandated Territory [New Guinea], and that

it was not desirable that the British

Government should bar Kirchhoff from

coming to Australia', and the British

Government 'would be just as

embarrassed if Kirchhoff went back to

Germany and said I am not to land in

Australia.'"

To ensure that Kirchhoff did not attempt

to enter Australia the ANRC cabled both
Malinowski and Seligman seeking their

assurances that he would not come. Sir

David Orme Masson, ex-president of the

ANRC and Malinowski's father-in-law, also

wrote to him at the request of the ANRC,67

'pointing out that the Kirchhoff matter

was not to be given publicity'." The ANRC

insisted that Malinowski, Seligman, and

Firth not divulge the reason for the
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withdrawal of their offer to Kirchhoff.

Malinowski and Seligman agreed they

would not tell Kirchhoff, and they assured

the ANRC that he would `waive any claim

of a fellowship'. Masson was `pretty sure

our London friends and Kirchhoff himself

will keep quiet about it', although the

`London' anthropologists were inclined to

`view leniently all sorts of erratic social

and political theories'.€9

The Executive expressed their

unhappiness with Firth for withholding

information regarding Kirchhoffs barring

from South Africa, and his `communistic

activities'. Julius stated that the ANRC

`should have been informed of all the facts

of that kind. It puts us in a very difficult

position'. It was further reported by

Chapman, that Firth considered `an

injustice had been done to Kirchhoff but

such sentiments had 'to go by the board
when it is a question of embarrassing the

British Government'. Firth, because he
was 'not bound by any of the promises of

confidence [Chapman] gave the Attorney-
General', was not told of the deliberations
of the Executive.7°

Malinowski, uneasy about the explanation
from the ANRC, wondered if Firth knew
the reasons, other than the potential

embarrassment of the British government,
why Kirchhoff was refused entry to
Australia; in fact he `would be grateful' if

Firth devoted his `energies to find out
what the accusations against Kirchhoff
have been and by what means they

reached Australia. It would be extremely
valuable in clearing up his character or

else convicting him of his guilt in my

eyes.' 7' Unfortunately Firth could not

enlighten him.

Privately Seligman and Malinowski were

concerned about Kirchhoff's treatment.

Seligman, who had 'seen a good deal' of

Kirchhoff, and from discussion with

colleagues, concluded in a letter to Gibson

that 'a number of us, including myself, ...

are not prepared to accept as valid the

reasons alleged for refusing him a visa for

the African colonies'. 72 Malinowski

thought the 'whole affair' was a mistake

either on the part of the 'secret police

service or else some personal grudge of

some important person'. He was

`absolutely convinced' that Kirchhoff was

`completely innocent' of anything but

`what he admits he has done, and that is

nothing more than writing one or two

articles to a perfectly open and official

student paper and sympathising with the

communistic cause in an amateurish, no
doubt silly manner and that was years ago'.

He thought most 'young people with spirit'
have passed through a stage where they

have seen themselves as revolutionaries
or communists'. There was a distinction

between this, which was 'completely
innocent and irrelevant', and 'underhand
plotting'. The persecution of people, like

Kirchhoff, for 'silly or uncongenial
opinions, openly published, by the weighty

machine of secret service and punitive
measures', was 'nothing short of criminal'.

Nonetheless, if he suspected Kirchhoff of
the 'underhand plotting' he 'would

naturally wash my hands of him'.
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Malinowski was dissatisfied with the way

the ANRC had behaved. Because of his

close association with the Rockefeller

Foundation he felt he could influence their

decisions with regard to continued

funding of the ANRC. He wrote to Firth,

I know that the Rockefeller Foundation are

keenly interested in Kirchhoff. He has been

now again granted a sum of money to study

with me here to tide him over the next

session and to allow him to publish some of

his material collected in America. I certainly

shall not shield the ANRC against the

displeasure of the Rockefeller Foundation, if

they have acted without due pressure from

other quarters. For your Research Council

living now on the Rockefeller Foundation,

could have considered that this man was

working for two years in the United States

under direct supervision of Professor

Edmond [sic] Day, now Director of the Social

Science Department, Rockefeller

Foundation. Since the Rockefeller

Foundation exercises a very careful

supervision of their students it is hardly

likely that they should have for two years

harboured a dangerous and criminal person,

so dangerous and criminal that he cannot be

sent on a coral atoll, inhabited perhaps by a

few hundred Kanakas173

There was no public protest from London

and Kirchhoff, who faced the prospect of

returning to Germany, stayed quiet. When

his Rockefeller Foundation fellowship

ended Kirchhoff moved to Ireland; from

there he wrote to Malinowski about the

changing situation in Germany and how

he could not envisage himself returning.74

He hoped for work in the United States

probably at Harvard University. In this

Malinowski encouraged him as he realize

that Kirchhoff would no longer obtain

work in Britain or its dominions and

territories.75 In 1939 he was stripped of his

German citizenship; he took out Mexican

citizenship in 1941. He was employed by

the Museo Nacional de Antropologia, and

in 1955 he was a co-founder of the Escuela

Nacional de Antropologia e Historia and al

the same time held a professorial chair in

the Universidad Nacional Autonoma de

Mexico, a position he held until his

retirement in 1965.76

III. 'A PERSON WHO MIGHT IMPEDE

OR DISTORT OUR WORK'

The Research School of Pacific Studies in

the Australian National University (ANU)

was to be a place of international standard

research on the Pacific. Part of its charter

was to attract and recruit postgraduate

scholars from overseas. In 1951 Peter

Worsley, a returned serviceman and

Cambridge graduate, was awarded a PhD

scholarship in the ANU. His intention,

supported by S.F. Nadel, Professor of

Anthropology in the ANU, was to conduct

fieldwork in the highlands of New Guinea.

However, the university was informed that

Worsley would not be granted a permit to

enter PNG. His membership of the

Communist Party was sufficient to make

him a risk to the good order of the

territory. Peter Worsley had earlier been

banned from entering Britain's East

African territories. It is likely this was

unknown to the ANU at the time although
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it was most certainly conveyed to the

Australian Security Intelligence

Organisation (ASIO) by British

intelligence.77

Peter Worsley arrived in Australia on 3

November 1951. It was planned that

Worsley and his wife would sail to.New

Guinea in June 1952. On May 51.952 the

University forwarded to the Department

of Territories individual applications to

enter the joint Territory and on 26 May

received a reply saying the issue of permits

had not been approved. At the ANU's

Council meeting of 27 June 1952 the Vice-

Chancellor, Sir Douglas Copland, reported

that Worsley had 'not been told the

grounds on which the Minister's decision

was taken officially but the Minister had
granted the Vice-Chancellor a confidential

interview' The Minister authorized
Copland to give this information to

Worsley in confidence, which he did.

Worsley, not satisfied, sought from
Territories official confirmation of the
reasons for refusal and was informed only
that the decision had been made "

personally by the Minister, Paul Hasluck.
He asked if Hasluck could inform him of

`the grounds upon which this decision was
made'. Hasluck replied:

This decision was made in conformitywith

our established policy in regard to admission

of Australians into the Territory and was only

reached after full and careful consideration

of the information placed before me. It is

unlikely that the decision should be varied.78

A month later the ANU Students'

Association wrote to the Minister:

The students of the Australian National

University condemn the unexplained action

of the Minister ... in refusing permission to a

student of anthropology of this university to

proceed to New Guinea to undertake

fieldwork essential for the completion of his

PhD degree. It is the opinion of the student

body that this action, so long as the Minister

refuses to give reasons for it, constitutes an

arbitrary interference with, and definite

threat to academic freedom and liberty of

enquiry, and cannot fail to have detrimental

effect upon the work of the University.79

Hasluck replied that academic freedom

had nothing to do with the case: he had

`exercised the powers and discharged the

responsibility placed upon me in exactly

the same way as I should have done in the

case of an applicant from any other calling

... In case there is any misunderstanding I
should like to add that the grounds for

refusal ... had nothing to do with any
question related to the applicant's personal

character or personal habits: 8° The
Students' Association found Hasluck's

reply unsatisfactory. They were dismayed
that Hasluck acted on the basis of

unspecified information withheld from
public scrutiny: they urged the Minister to
`reveal the content and sources of his

"information" ... in order to put an end to
the growing fear in this University and
elsewhere that both personal and

academic freedom are under attack:8'

Concerned that it may have acted too
hastily in accepting Hasluck's decision, the
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Council wanted to ensure that there was

not a `question of principle [academic

freedom] involved'. 82 Copland assured

them that there was not. But because the

Students' Association had made the issue

public . Copland sought Council's support

for the following statement:

It was true that a Scholar of the National

University had been refused a permit to enter

New Guinea ... It is understood that this

refusal was on the grounds that would have

applied to any citizen of Australia whatever

his occupation or circumstances. As a

member of the Australian community the

Scholar was subject to the same

administration and legal conditions as any

other citizen. The fact that he was to pursue

work in New Guinea as part of his course for

a degree in the National University did not

give him any standing other than the

standing that any other citizen would have.

The Council approved of the Vice-

Chancellor's statement. It was not

considered that his membership of the

communist party led to different

treatment. The issue of academic freedom

was elided:

It may be argued that this is an infringement

of academic freedom. This argument cannot

be sustained. A member of the University

staff in respect of security regulations is in no

different position to that of an ordinary

citizen.83

Hasluck, after questioning in Parliament,

explained his decision:

[A] system requiring people to obtain permits

... has been in operation for more than twenty

years. During that period ... two principles

have been applied. First we have always tried

to keep out of the territory ... persons who,

because of lack of means or weakness of

character, might constitute in the territory

something of the nature of a class of poor

whites ... [T]he existence of such a class

would be an embarrassment to us. Action in

this case was not taken under that heading ...

Secondly, we have always refused to admit

certain people to the territory because we do

not wish to have in the territory, persons

who, by their activities, might impede or

distort our work, or in other ways prevent

Australia from discharging fully its

responsibilities to the native peoples under

trusteeship. The gentleman in question, by

reason of his political affiliations, definitely

comes within that class of person. All powers

with any responsibility for the

administration of dependent territories and

colonial areas have realised in the last two or

three years that a great deal of mischief can

be done and much harm done to native

peoples by persons holding certain views

who go to such territories with the express

purpose of trying to distort and misrepresent

the work that is being done for the

advancement of native peoples. In this case

certain information was placed before me. In

view of that I felt I was completely justified

in refusing to issue a permit [to Worsley] in

order to avoid the risk of damage being done

to our work in New Guinea. In fact, I should

have been lacking a sense of responsibility if

I had issued a permit.

He added that the previous Labor Prime

Minister, Ben Chifley, had set down a

process for dealing with security matters,

`strictly adhered to constantly by this

Government, [which] distinctly provides
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that the source of information in such

matters shall not be discussed in public or

made the subject of statements in this

House.'

The ANU was keen to point out that it was

not interested in the political affiliations

of its staff nor had it been 'influenced by

reports that have been received in a very
few cases from official sources on the

political views of applicants.' Although the

government had `not at any time sought to

interfere in appointments, or to exercise

control over the university' the University

thought it unwise given the circumstances

`when so much attention is being given to
so-called subversive activities, and when

there is a certain amount of nervousness
in the community ... to establish a special

position for itself.' The University was

prepared in matters to do with security to

acquiesce to government requirements.

Much of the argument in support of the
government's action to deny Worsley entry
to Papua New Guinea was justified on two

points. Firstly, that the government had
the power to refuse entry, and secondly,

that members of the University could not
`demand special privileges not accorded

other citizens'. It was in this way that the
University could situate Worsley's case as
outside matters of academic (and civil)

freedom. Initially it did not consider it to
be an issue of academic let alone civil
freedom despite statements by the
Student's Association to the contrary.84

The Board of Graduate Studies, after
discussion, had `decided to ask Professor

Nadel to recommend to the Board plans

for Worsley's future'; it was subsequently

decided to seek permission for Worsley to

carry out anthropological research at the

Groote Eylandt Mission Reserve in the

Northern Territory. Worsley was, after

some delay, granted permission to enter

the reserve. This, in part, reflects a

differing perception of Aboriginal people

in contrast to Papuans and New Guineans,

international pressure, and a differing

colonial enterprise. Nevertheless, Worsley,

in 1992, stated that the intelligence

services 'finally achieved their objective:

forcing me out of anthropology. When I

was told that I would never get an

anthropological post, I decided I would
have to turn to sociology.'85

Worsley was not the last ANU scholar to be
refused entry nor the only scholar

concerned about past communist

affiliations. Jeremy Beckett, for example, a
scholar from University College, London,

was likewise refused entry to PNG in the
mid-fifties.86 Others, such as Oskar Spate,
who was appointed to the chair in
geography, was anxious lest his

membership of the party when he was at
Cambridge be used against him should he

seek entry to PNG. It had already been
used against him by Richard Casey who
had blocked his projected appointment as
First Commissioner of the South Pacific
Commission. 87 Hasluck assured Spate that
he would not be refused entry, and in the

same year that Worsley was refused entry
Spate was part of a group from the ANU
that investigated economic and other
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matters associated with the territory. Max

Gluckman, a visiting professor of

anthropology at the ANU, was refused

entry in mid-196o because of his

communist party affiliations.88

CONCLUSION

The parallels between Kirchhoff and
Worsley are many: British intelligence

informing the Australian government

agency, the sympathetic collaboration

between the academy and the
government, and the uncritical acceptance

of what were allegations by a security

organization. 89 In the case of Kirchhoff,

the issue of national securitywas

paramount in the eyes of the academic

body Where issues of security, or more
precisely membership of the Communist

Party, were alleged by a security service,
the academic body elided the problem of

academic freedom. The ANU finally

recognized that their treatment of Worsley

was an issue of academic freedom. 9° It

therefore addressed the problem of

academic and civil freedom, but in the

process it accepted without question

• information placed before it, albeit in an

around-about way, by the ASIO which

denied such freedoms.

Piddington's alleged communism did not
cause the same concern with either the

government or the security services.

There seems little doubt that the

Executive Committee of the ANRC was

anti-communist which is reflected in

Piddington's strenuous denial of any

association with the Communist Party or

communists. Raymond Firth wrote that
Piddington was 'what was called rather

"wild" at times. The "Red Flag"/
Internationale incident was such a wild
prank. He and some friends got a bot [sic]

drunk and wanted to annoy the good

bourgeoisie: it was comic, not serious. But

it marred the seriousness of his

allegations.' 91 Firth was well aware that

Kirchhoffs communism was sufficient to

cause problems with the Executive

Committee and attempted to keep this

knowledge from them.

Worsley, Kirchhoff, and Piddington reveal

how a timid or politicized academic

establishment acted in concert with a

government instrumentality to stifle

academic and civil freedom. The ANRC

acted in concert with the government to

stifle the civil rights of Kirchhoff, and in

like manner it acted in concert with

Neville to deny Piddington academic and

civil freedom. In both instances they did
not reflect on, nor interrogate, the

evidence provided by the government

authority; rather the information against

both Kirchhoff and Piddington was

uncritically accepted, and acted upon. In

like manner the ANU, largely because it

was dependent upon the commonwealth

government for funding, was reluctant to

create a situation where it would publicly

support Worsley.

In contrast to the intolerant and

censorious nature of Australian academic

culture was an international academic
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culture represented by the Rockefeller

Foundation. It was tolerant of diversity,

encouraged free and critical research, and

was not concerned with personal

behaviour and the self-interest of public

servants. The Rockefeller Foundation

showed that they were not concerned with

the political affiliations or personal

opinions of either Piddington or

Kirchhoff. Both continued to be funded by

the Rockefeller Foundation. Nevertheless,

neither was able to work in Australia or its

territories, while other anthropologists

who remained silent continued to find

employment and advancement in

Australia.

Other scholars who were likewise

subjected to scrutiny by the security

service but did not make it public received

support from the university. 92 Here the

academy could work with the government

in maintaining a fiction of academic

freedom, and the government was saved

the embarrassment of having to defend

itself against charges of interference.93

The cases of Piddington and Pink, in

particular, expose the ethical and political

difficulties of working in the field. Pink

found a solution by removing herself from

the academy; Thomson, alone in

Melbourne, continued his work outside

mainstream anthropology (almost in

defiance of Elkin and the Sydney

department). Ronald and Catherine

Berndt, while critical of Elkin's working

behind the scenes, opted for a similar

solution. They recognized that public

silence enabled them to continue their

research. The relationship between the

academy and government was one of

mostly sympathetic collaboration to

silence public dissent that threatened the

viability of a research program or of the

institution itself.

AFTERWORD

The many, and at times, conflicting aims of

anthropology—scientific knowledge,

advancement, advocacy, institutional self-

preservation (to mention only a few)—

continue to beleaguer anthropologists to

the present day.

The position of Aborigines being 'virtually

inarticulate' has dramatically changed in

the past three decades. 94 The relationship

between anthropologists and Aborigines

has altered to such an extent that

anthropologists require permission from

Aboriginal organizations to conduct

research. As well, as we have seen in

Australia, anthropologists have difficulty

positioning themselves in relation to

Aboriginal people. This is particularly so

over issues such as the Hindmarsh Island

Bridge and 'secret women's business',

which has highlighted the issue of

advocacy as well as ethical and political

difficulties. Anthropologists have been in

sometimes heated disagreement over the

authenticity of Ngarranjeri women's

cultural practices and beliefs.95 Those

anthropologists who found themselves in

disagreement with the arguments

accepted by the Royal Commission,96 have
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had their reputations, if not their careers,

severely retarded. 97 Land rights, and

recently Native Title, have become critical

issues, and anthropologists now work for

different interest groups. 98 Indigenous

organizations employ anthropologists, as

do mining and pastoral companies, and

government.99

It seems to me that on one level the critical

questions for anthropologists now are for

whom they work? and to whom they are

ethically responsible?m° But this simplifies

what are difficult questions. Nonetheless,

if anthropologists accept as central that

information obtained from indigenous

peoples is not used in ways detrimental to

theinterests of those people, then the

indigenous people with whom

anthropologists work must have

confidence in the commitment to this

ethical tenet by anthropologists.'°' Not all

anthropologists think this consideration

overrides what they see as public interest,

and it is here that this paper has relevance.

Thus what was for Ronald Berndt a simple

issue of advocacy on the side of

indigenous peoples is no more. Relations

between anthropologists, Aborigines, and

government are complex and difficult, and

ethical and political considerations

continue to be paramount. ''
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